Searching for Adventure!

See how many of these camping-related items you can find

WORK IN THE WOODS

😊 Found it!
😊 Didn't find it!
😊 Found it!
😊 Didn't find it!
😊 Found it!
😊 Didn't find it!
😊 Found it!
😊 Didn't find it!

LOG HOTEL

😊 Found it!
😊 Didn't find it!
😊 Found it!
😊 Didn't find it!
😊 Found it!
😊 Didn't find it!
**BOATS AND BOATING**

- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!
- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!
- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!

**LIFE IN THE ADIRONDACKS**

- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!
- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!
- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!

**WOODS AND WATERS**

- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!
- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!
- 😊 Found it!
- 😞 Didn't find it!